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   In this day May 7 of 2013 , I do here dedicate this pages in 

memory of my Grand Father Ambrosio Arguelles Manso . 

To day I thank you Grand Pa  for all you did to raise our    

family and  for loving us so much . You will always be in my 

heart and some day soon I will see you face to face .  

    In honor of all our ancestors  whom  have contribute to 

our being  here this day , and by so ,  giving us and oppor-

tunity that we may contribute also .  In so doing , we are do-

ing God’s will .  

    In honor of my father and mother Guadalupe and Ercilia 

Arguelles that gave us so much  , that today we can share  

with you  . 

    I share this work with  you in gratitude of  what  God has 

done for us all and what he is doing with our descendants .    

                                                                                                               

Retire Pastor    Rev. Robert Arguelles Garcia 
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    Rancho  Jacalon 

                       By   
 The Rio Grande River   
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may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means , electronic or mechanical , 
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       Gate  of  Rancho  Jacalon 
     Ambrosio and Jose Maria Arguelles Manso families , the girl 

setting inside the truck and young boy with the hat in his hands are 

Maria and brother Ernesto Arguelles Guzman , part of  the young 

family of  Ambrosio and Francisca  Arguelles . The others are part of 

Jose Maria Arguelles Manso family .  Also see page 21 . 

                                 INSIDER’S  VIEW                                   

   A. Rancho Jacalon  -  The Story 

  B. Rancho Jacalon  -  The Album 

  C. Rancho Jacalon  -  Descendants Album 
                                                                    Page  3 
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           FOUNDED  IN  1832  by 
                  LEONARDO  MANSO      
                    ———————————  
       JOAQUIN  ARGUELLES  GUERRA  
                          AND WIFE  
   Modesta  MANSO  DE  aRGUELLES 
         ——————————————————- 
      AMBROSIO  ARGUELLES  MANSO  
     —————————————————————- 
   
  
  
   
 

 

   ARGUELLES  MANSO  FAMILIES 
   ARGUELLES  SAENZ  FAMILIES  
   ARGUELLES  GUZMAN  FAMILIES  
   ARGUELLES  GARCIA  FAMILIES 
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.    By the end of his retirement  in the army Leonardo was a Coronel Spanish 

Army , he was also present at the signing of the Mexico independents from 

Spain . At his retirement he came to Matamoros appointed by the Governor 

of Tamaulipas as Jefe Politico (Latinate  Governor) of northern Tamaulipas , 

he also establish him self in business , commerce and land owner .  

     In 1832  Leonardo Manso already own land in the Llano Grande Land  

Grand  and he build  Rancho Santa Rita . This same Ranch some fifty years 

later under his grand son Ambrosio Arguelles Manso ,  became  RANCHO 

JACALON . 

     Leonardo Manso is very much a business person and becomes a cattle 

raiser and also raised horses , mules , imported cow hides from Mexico to 

sale over seas  and U.S. .  He was involve  in many business . 

     Leonardo Manso Alvares was from  the village of Espiel Cordoba Spain . 

He was an officer for Barcelona’s Light Infantry Battalion and son of  Bracil-

io  Manso and Maria Josefa  Alvores . His wife Maria Guadalupe Fuentes is 

daughter of Jose Maria Fuentes and Maria Ygnacia Valdez . Church registry  

for the wedding of Leonardo Manso and Maria Guadalupe Fuentes was in 

Saltillo Coahila in 1820 . They had one son Camilo and one daughter Modes-

ta Manso Fuentes . Camilo was an officer in the Spanish army and was kill at 

the  battle of La Angostura in 1847 near Brownsville Texas , against the 

American army , as a hero he died for his country and he lived for it when he 

was alive. He was only twenty six. Modesta Manso married Joaquin Ar-

guelles Guerra and became the Arguelles Manso family.                

    Leonardo  manso 
      He Serve His Country And People 

    He Was A Grand Father And A Friend 

               And God Rewarded Him 

               With Life And Land                               
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      Founded in 1832 by  Leonardo Manso , Rancho  Jacalon in the Llano 

Grande land grant  , originally granted by Crown of Spain to Juan Jose 

Hinojosa , and out of the tract of land was set apart to Leonardo Manso 

in the partition of 1848  where in the whole grand was divided among the 

heirs and assigns of said original grantee. The said portion set aside to 

said Leonardo Manso , having frontage on the Rio Grande River base 

line of two miles , running north between parallel lines to the north en of 

said grant , 17 miles . And out of the particular part of said described Le-

onardo Manso  tract , a portion was set aside by Leonardo Manso for  

Ambrosio , Jose Maria , Joaquin , Camilo , Leonardo , Arguelles Manso 

brothers . Grand sons of said Leonardo Manso ,  as shown in recorded 

deed .  Leonardo Manso was the funder of Rancho Santa Rita on the 

same tract of land in 1830’s and was the owner of land in the Cantuno 

and Soliseno in 1836 .  In 1848 Leonardo added some 21,600 acres of 

land to his Ranch . By now he was known as a Land owner from Mexico 

to  the city of Victoria Texas , where he was one of ten man who they 

name the street “ The Street  of the Ten Friends ’’ ,  he was well trusted in 

business and policy making .  Leonardo work for 30 more years and he 

died in 1881 ,  and  grand son Ambrosio Arguelles Manso , took over the 

Ranch at age of twenty seven years old .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

        

   Rancho Jacalon was laid out from the Rio Grande River in Texas, 

inward. The ranch home was build next to two beautiful lakes call 

Resaca’s , about three quarter  mile from river . 

       

    1889 

   Resaca  Leon  named by Leonardo Manso 
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           Joaquin Arguelles Guerra, wife Modesta Manso   

            The Arguelles Manso Brothers and grand sons  
  

                    The Arguelles Manso brothers and sisters  
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    Joaquin Arguelles Guerra and his wife Modesta Manso are  the father 

and mother of the  five Arguelles Manso brothers and three Arguelles 

Manso sisters . They rise their family in Matamoros, Joaquin was a suc-

cessful attorney , at times he work for the state of Tamaulipas Mexi-

co ,and also with the U.S. consul at Matamoros , dealing  with Spanish 

wills or testaments , this was soon after Texas’s statehood in the 1840’s . 

Joaquin also played a big port in the education of all his children he was 

determine they were going to get educated . Modesta  Manso , Joaquin's’ 

wife was the only descendant  that Leonardo Manso had after his son 

was kill in the Mexican war with the U.S., at the age of 26 ,so grand fa-

ther Leonardo Manso was also giving all his love and means to his grand 

sons and grand daughters , the Arguelles Manso Family .  

 

         Joaquin Arguelles Guerra 
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                Ambrosio                Leonardo                      Camilo 

           Jose Maria    Modesta      Joaquin          Joaquin Jr. 

            Modesta               Josefa            Guadalupe 
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            Ambrosio Arguelles Manso  
             Founder of Rancho Jacalon 
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       Ambrosio                    francisca 
    Ambrosios' new life with his bride Francisca . Francisca was given in mar-

riage by her father , Ramon Guzman and mother Maria Isabel Trevino de Guz-

man from Rancho del Brasil, Tamaulipas Mexico . Her grand father was Anto-

nio Guzman and grand mother was Juliana Perez de Guzman from Rancho del 

Brasil . Francisca was nineteen years old when she came to live at Rancho Jac-

alon with her husband , she was young but she put all her heart into her fami-

ly , and she became a good wife and  mother .  

    There were born to Ambrosio and Francisca five sons and one daughter , the 

names of their sons are Ismael , Ernesto ,Guadalupe , Israel , Francisco , the 

Arguelles Guzman Brothers and one daughter Maria  Arguelles Guzman . The 

family was raise in the ranch and they learn how to work , and all the values 

that a ranch has to offer . They all loved the ranch life and they all wanted  to 

be like  father Ambrosio , they all would  wear hats ( sombreros )  like him al-

so . One  of the must important jobs  was to go on horse back and check  the 

cattle ,  and  the Ranch was big and brushy , they learn to be vaqueros ( cow 

boys ) . 
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    Ambrosio Arguelles Manso , owner and Boss 

                                                                
                He ran The Double             Ranch 

      If you live with me  ,  you work with me , was one of  his 

sayings and the Arguelles Guzman brothers new that , you 

get up when I get up , and when I go to eat we all eat togeth-

er , he said in a loving stern way . 

    Working  the ranch ,the  horse , the cattle , the vaquero , 

if you  put the three together you will have a profit said Am-

brosio to his sons , the younger boss of the Arguelles Guz-

man brothers was Ernesto Arguelles Guzman , he could do 

a mans job when he was a young boy .  Learning how to 

saddle and cinch the horse to break a wild bronco , to hob-

ble a horse without hurting ,to protect himself . Some  of the 

language thy used was , la reata-lariat ,bronco , remuda , 

sombrero , chaparreras , mesteno for mustang . They 

learned how to braid a lariat  from rawhide .  
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       The branding  iron  , one A was for Ambrosio and one A  for Ar-

guelles family .  Ambrosio was a very strong and loving  person ,  that 

never gave up , he never abandon the ranch , and he never gave up 

on his family , the ones that were with him are the ones that were 

away from home , you always had a place at  the village known as 

RANCHO  JACALON  .   

      At  the harbor of Vera Cruz in 1521, Don Gregorio de Villalobos 

from Spain  unloaded the first cattle on the North American conti-

nent . In time , the progeny of those first cattle and the men who 

chased and herded and worked them over vast open ranges from sure 

footed and well reined ponies would provide the new world her most 

enduring legend: The Vaquero the cow worker , THE COWBOY . 

     This is the mark from the records , the brand was use to mark live 

stock , cattle , horses , mules , sheep , goats , to identify your stock . 

    Double AA 

   Branding-Iron 

 

    RANCHO JACALON  Branding-Iron 
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         RECORD  OF  MARKS  AND  BRANDS 

     Ambrosio Arguelles Manso registered his livestock brand in Hidalgo Co. Tex. 

. He register under the name Rancho Soledad because that is the name of the 

Ranch . The Ranch became famous and known as Rancho Jacalon as the years  

pass by . Great Grand Pa Leonardo Manso started  the Ranch in the 1830’ the 

name he use was Rancho Santa Rita , but it is the same land and it had family 

Ranches within the same land . Rancho Jacalon was  like a village .                              

 

                Rancho  jacalon  
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         RECORD  OF  MARKS  AND  BRANDS 

                      

                Rancho  jacalon  

 

1 

  2 

3 

4 

  #  1  Ambrosio Arguelles Manso        #  2  Ismael Arguelles Guzman   

                                                                     And  Brothers    

  #  3  Jose Maria Arguelles Manso      #  4   Camilo Arguelles Saenz  
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                 RANCHO JACALON WATER SYSTEM 

    The windmill brings the water from deep under ground up , and 

a pipe takes it into the big water tang . The tang  was made out of 

wood with big metal rings like a wooded barrel . In the ground 

there is a base of over 20 inches thick , to hold the 8 inch walls room 

and the big tang and all the water .  

    That big room under the tang with the big door way and all that 

water on top, yes your  right , it’s a big shower room  with no hot 

water .  The water was use for the kitchen and also for the trough to 

water  the animals  . The big water tangs  were very expansive, they 

were custom made only , so were the windmills . 
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  Rancho Jacalon water system in the brush  

      When the cows  are gracing  in the brush land water holes are good 

but not dependable , windmills are more dependable , some times the 

water from the windmill go's to a water hole are water trough is better . 
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   Hay and chopped corn stalks for cattle , gathering signify 

another year of sustenance and survival at the ranch . 
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  Rancho Jacalon 

             Album 
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                              By the river banks at Rancho Jacalon 
    A big family came over to see grand father and relatives and they want-

ed to go and see the big Rio Grande River and Rancho Jacalon and all the 

animals . To the right you see Ambrosio Arguelles Manso and next to him 

at the end is his brother Jose Maria Arguelles Manso the tall one . Jose 

Maria lived by , at his Rancho El Campo . The big family is believe to be 

the Arguelles Saenz families sons of Jose Maria Arguelles Manso for in the 

back of the photo is sing by Leonardo Arguelles Saenz , son of Jose Ma-

ria . The young boy with the hat in his hand is Ernesto Arguelles Guzman 

son of Ambrosio Arguelles Manso and Francisca Guzman de Arguelles , 

Ernesto was the owner of the photograph and he is one of the five Ar-

guelles Guzman brothers that lived at the Ranch . (  Ernesto my beloved 

uncle  ) 
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            Ambrosio Arguelles Manso  
             Founder of Rancho Jacalon 
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       Francisca Guzman de Arguelles 

   Wife of Ambrosio Arguelles Manso 
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 Ambrosio Arguelles Manso ~ Francisca Guzman de Arguelles 

                                        And wife 
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       The Arguelles Guzman Brothers  
  Sons of Ambrosio Arguelles Manso and Francisca 

Guzman de Arguelles , born and raise at Rancho 

Jacalon with their father and mother . From left to 

right , Francisco , Israel, Guadalupe, Ernesto, 

Ismael, Los  Arguelles Guzman .  

    All of the brothers were educated in Spanish , but 

knew good English  , three became ranchers and 

farmers  and two became  businessman . They  al-

ways  remember their father and mother well,  and 

Rancho Jacalon also . 
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                       Guadalupe Arguelles Guzman  

            Son of  Ambrosio and Francisca Arguelles 
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   Guadalupe Arguelles Guzman son of Ambrosio Arguelles Manso and 

Francisca Guzman de Arguelles born and raised at Rancho Jacalon , his 

wife Ercilia Garcia Gutierrez , her father , Gerardo Garcia Bocanegra , 

her mother Gumezinda Gutierrez .  

    Their children , The Arguelles Garcia Bothers , Guadalupe Jr. , 

Rudy , Robert , Fernando , one daughter Leticia . They have 12 grand-

sons and 4 grand daughters . They raised us in the love of God and love 

of family . They  educated us in all that is good , to respect all man to 

love God and live by His word . Thank you for all your love and thank 

you for showing us how proud you were of us all .  

                                  Dad and Mom well done !    

                   

           (  Love you  )  The Arguelles Garcia Brothers 
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                                  The Arguelles Garcia Brothers  
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                Ernesto Arguelles Guzman 
  Son of Ambrosio and Francisca Arguelles 
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                   Ernesto Arguelles Guzman   

               Wife Petra Mendes de Arguelles  
   Ernesto son of Ambrosio Arguelles Manso and 

Francisca Guzman de Arguelles , born and raise at 

Rancho Jacalon , he was of grade help to his father 

and mother ! 
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             Ernesto Arguelles Guzman  
   Son of Ambrosio Arguelles Manso and Francisca Guzman  

De Arguelles with their trucks at one of the homes at Ran-

cho Jacalon , you can also see the cotton by the Rio Grande 

River where they  also plant other things like vegetables . 

The trucks were use to transport cotton , life stock and oth-

er things as a business .  My uncle Ernesto was always the 

owner ,the boss or the foreman . He was a good worker  and 

boss , one of my first jobs, my uncle took me to pick up a 

truck full of watermelons and he would throw the water-

melons to me and my arms were wet from the hot day and if 

you drop one it will crack open , I was only ten years old . 
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              Ernesto Arguelles Guzman  
    Son of Ambrosio Arguelles Manso and  

            Francisca Guzman de Arguelles 
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                              Ismael Arguelles Guzman   

    Son of Ambrosio Arguelles  Manso and Francisca Guzman 

De Arguelles . Born and raised at Rancho Jacalon and was the 

oldest of  the Arguelles Guzman brothers , he had cattle and 

worked and when to school as he was growing up . He had  

seven sons , The 7 Arguelles brothers .   
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              Going Hunting at the Ranch   
     Ernesto Arguelles Guzman  was a good deer hunter 

and my brother Guadalupe Jr. also , I my self  loved the 

out doors , and enjoy the fellowship of my family the 

most . All the Arguelles Garcia brother like hunting. 

 

     Guadalupe Jr.      Tio   Ernesto          Robert 
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         Guadalupe Arguelles Guzman   
     His love for the ranch land and his father Ambrosio 

and mother Francisca was in him always , I could tell 

by all the accounts and stories  he shared  with me  , “ 

he was telling me how much he loved the days at Ran-

cho Jacalon ’’ !  He was a man that loved God and Family .                       
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                            The Two Brothers 
   Ernesto and Guadalupe Arguelles Guzman , born and 

rise at Rancho Jacalon . They loved the ranch land and 

their family . 
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        EL   Jefe  ,  Guadalupe Arguelles Guzman hunting with his 

sons and  they're having fun because they’re smiling are maybe 

they’re smiling at me taking the picture . We would riley be 

happy  when we would get to the ranch home  and mother 

would have some chilly con garne ranch enchiladas . 

 

     Rudy                 EL  Jefe               Lupe  Jr.        Fernando   Rudy              Guadalupe        Lupe  Jr.          Fernando 
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   Barbacoba de Pozso !   under ground Bar-b-q  like 

the one Grad pa Ambrosio made at Rancho Jacalon. 

You have to eat it with  corn tortillas and you can 

eat it all day long , long , long . The secret  is the 

meat , Its secret , but it is from a cow , ok . 

       Tio   Ernesto ,  Lupe Jr. , 

 Guadalupe Ser. and Robert 


